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IN THE SUPREME COURT OF THE UNITEO STATES

x

MISSOURI, ET AL., t

Petit loners l

V. i No. 88-6 4

KALIMA JENKINS, BY HER FRIEND,;

KAMAU A GY EI, ET AL. ;

x

Washington, D.C.

Tuesday, February 21, 1989

The above-entitled matter came on for oral 

argument before the Supreme Court of the United States 

at 10;13 o'clock a.m.

APPEARANCES;

BRUCE FARMER, Assistant Deputy Attorney General of

Missouri, Jefferson City, Mo.; on behalf of the 

Peti 11 one r s.

JAY TOPKIS, ESQ., New York, N.Y.I on behalf of the 

Responoents.
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CHIEF JUSTICE REHNQUIST* We* I I hear argument 

now In No. 88-64* Missouri v. Kalima Jenkins.

Mr. Farmer* you may proceed whenever you're

r eady •

ORAL ARGUMENT OF BRUCE FARMER 

CN BEHALF OF THE PETITIONERS

MR. FARMER* Mr. Chief Justice* and may It 

please the Court*

This case is here In certiorari to the United 

States Court of Appeals for the 8th Circuit.

Petitioners are the State of Missouri and Its officials 

found liable in their official capacity. We present two 

Issues involving the attorney's field ward arising out 

of the Kansas City* Mo.* desegregation case.

The first is an 11th Amendment immunity Issue* 

this time as it pertains to a Section 1988 fee award 

that includes prejudgment Interest or compensation for 

delay In payment. The second Issue concerns an Issue 

that was also Involved in the Blanchard v. Bergeron 

case* and that concerns the proper method of 

compensation for paralegal services.

I would like to briefly address the 11th 

Amendment Issue first* and while the underlying facts in

3
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this case have been complex* only a few facts are 

relevant now* The Kansas City desegregation case began 

In 1977* The fee award* however* went to two groups of 

attorneys who entered the case later*

Kansas City attorney Arthur Benson and his 

staff entered the case In 1979 and was awarded $1*7 

million In fees and expenses for the period through June 

of 1986* The NAACP Legal Defense Fund entered the case 

in 1982 and were awarded $2*4 million*

The plaintiffs became prevailing parties in 

September of 1984. The fee applications were filed In 

February of 1986. The fee awards were based on current 

rather than historical hourly rates. This was expressly 

done to compensate for delay in payment* Out of 

approximately 18*000 attorney hours compensated* about 

85Z were incurred In the years 1983 and 1984. The 

record shows that the current hourly rates used were 

approximately $15 to 120 higher than the historical 

rates for this period*

Now* the 11th Amendment and the current status 

of the 11th Amendment is involved in at least two other 

cases before this Court this term* Pennsylvania v*

Union Gas argued last October and Gllhool v. Muth 

scheduled to be arguea next week. The issue was also 

touched on briefly in Wheel v. Michigan State Department

4
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of State Police argued in December*

The 11th Amendment has been explored in great 

detail in previous recent opinions of this Court. I'm 

not sure that I can add much to the detailed historical 

argument* In this case* it is the State's position that 

compensation for delay in payment or prejudgment 

Interest is barred by the 11th Amendment* and we submit 

that the principles set forth In this Court's Library of 

Congress v* Shaw decision can be extended to an 11th 

Amendment context*

Now* Library of Congress dealt with the 

fee-shifting provision of Title VII and the federal 

government's sovereign immunity In the long-standing 

no-Interest rule* Sovereign immunity was expressly 

waived concerning attorneys' fees and costs* but this 

Court found that it was not waived concerning the 

sovereign's Immunity from Interest*

We believe It can be extended to the 11th 

Amendment context because of the numerous similarities 

between the fee-shifting provision of Title VII and 

Section 1988* First* Section 1988* when enacted by 

Congress* Congress specifically relied on the language 

of Title VII* the fee-shifting provision of Title VII. 

The Identical relevant phrase is found in both 

f ee-sii I ft ing provisions* that is* "a reasonable

5
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attorney's fee as part of costs."

In analyzing these words» this Cou t has 

already determined that they do not Include prejudgment 

Interest or compensation for delay. hore Importantly» 

the standard for finding a Congressional abrogation of 

the 11th Amendment immunity is just as strict* if not 

more so» as the standard for finding a Congressional 

waiver of the United States sovereign Immunity.

QUESTIONS But one of your problems» it seems 

to me» is to show that this no-interest rule attaches to 

state sovereign immunity under the 11th Amendment. You 

don't get to whether there's a clear statement or 

something like that until you find that that's an 

Incident of the state sovereign immunity» It seems to me.

Mk. FARMERS That's correct. And we believe 

it can be extended to the 11th Amendment because of the 

character of the element we're talking about here.

Prejudgment Interest* or compensation for 

delay» or whatever term Is used to describe the time 

value of money» Is traditionally an element of damages* 

not cost. And the 11th Amendment Immunity is protective 

of the state's liability from elements of damages. And 

that's* the character of prejudgment interest is one of 

damages•

We do not believe It's relevant that the

6
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Missouri has a general state statute that has been 

interpreted by state courts to allow prejudgment 

interest against the state. This Is —

QUESTION; Of course* Mr. Farmer* this is not 

really strictly prejudgment Interest* is it? Couldn't 

one argue that what's at stake here Is that there's no 

sovereign Immunity that's been decided for the liability 

for fees themselves* and the question is just how one 

measures the fee that's due* given the delay in 

payment? There's no separately calculatea Item of 

prejudgment. It's just somehow* it's mixed up in the 

judge's calculation.

MR. FARMER: Weil* it Is mixed up In the 

judge's calculation* but it was separately calculated in 

terms of a* he specifically found that current hourly 

rates used were 115 or 120 higher than the historical 

rates* and that was done to compensate for delay. And 

compensation for delay is the same as prejudgment 

Inter est.

QUESTION; Except you don't have an Interest 

rate factor. He doesn't say the interest rate is 6Z or 

something like that. He just sort of uses a rough 

method* what he thinks is a reasonable way to come up 

with a fair fee.

MR. FARMER; That's correct. It Is a rough

7
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method* but It's a method nonetheless to compensate for 

the time value of money* and it's to compensate for a 

period before the Judgment* so therefore it takes the 

character of retroactive liability* In that sense. 

Because t hi * —

QUESTIONI Weil* it's retroactive just since* 

until the suit was filed.

MB. FARMER* Well* It's retroactive In the 

sense* to the time the attorneys' fees were incurred* 

and attorneys' fees could be incurred before the suit 

was f i Ied .

QUESTIONS I see. Your position is that the 

attorney is fully compensated in economic teras when 

just the bare fee* without any addition for delay in 

payment* is the award?

MR* FARMERS Obviously* the fee is going to be 

a little bit less. The question under Section 1988 Is a 

reasonable attorney's fee and does a reasonable 

attorney's fee include prejudgment Interest or 

compensation for delay.

QUESTIONS Well* another way of saying it is a 

reasonable attorney's fee* in your view* is less than 

full compensation for the attorney's time reasonably 

expended.

MR. FARMER; But under fee-shifting statutes*

8
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attorneys are typically* the standard Is not fully 

compensated. It's a reasonable attorney's fee.

Attorneys and fee-shifting litigation —

0UESTIONJ So your position Is that a 

reasonable fen is less than full and fair compensation.

MR. FARMER. No* your honor. That's — our 

position is that a reasonable attorney's fee* under the 

statute* would not Include prejudgment interest or 

compensation for delay. The policy reasons for 

including prejudgment Interest or compensation for delay 

are reasonable. 1 concede that.

They may be persuasive if addressed to 

Congress. Those policy reasons apply equally as strong 

In the Title VII fee-shifting statute* which this Court 

found that reasonable attorneys' fees* that also does 

not include prejudgment interest or compensation for 

delay.

QUESTIONS Mr. Farmer* if you prevail In this 

case* do you think it would be permissible for a judge 

to follow a practice that sometimes Masters would 

follow* to say require the parties to make a deposit to 

cover future liability for cost* and then stick the 

money Into an Interest-bearing account to earn interest* 

and then if the State prevailed they get the money back 

plus interest* whereas if the plaintiff prevailed they

9
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could get their Interest in that manner? Would that 

violate the 11th Amendment?

MR. FARMER* I think there would be serious 

questions involved in whether you could require the 

State* prior to any judgment* to deposit a certain 

amount in escrow to satisfy any future liability for 

attorneys' fees. I don't think that would be proper. 1 

don't think the 11th Amendment would allow for that.

You're already requiring the State to commit 

funds It otherwise would have available for other 

reasons and to lock them away so they can't be —

QLESTIDN. What If the State at the outset 

admitted liability and said* "The only thing we want to 

fight about is the nature of the decree*" which Is* I 

guess* what happened here In 1984. It was pretty clear 

that there was going to be liability* but there was 

further litigation.

What if* at that point* in '84* they had said* 

"We now know the plaintiff is going to be a prevailing 

party and so there's going to be some liability for 

fees* so we'll ask the State to put up J5QO»OCO in an 

Interest-bearing account." What would be wrong with 

that?

MR. FARMER. Certainly the statute* I think* 

Section 1988 allows for Interim fees. That has been

10
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done in this case

QUESTIONS No, no, I say put in on new ground 

knowing that there was going to be a iot of litigation 

over the form of the decree and things of that kind, and 

which end that the plaintiff is ultimately going to 

prevail, because it's been determined that it's the 

p re va i I in g par t y.

What would be wrong with saying that, "We 

know you're going to have to pay these fees, so we don't 

want the lawyer to work, just wait for the money when 

he, all this time, so we'll require you to make a 

deposit." Why would that violate the 11th Amendment?

And why Is that really In substance any different from 

what's done here?

MR. FARMERS Well, in substance, it's 

different than what's done here because here there was 

no judgment on the attorneys' fees until long after the 

liability order had been issued and the Judgment took 

Into account the delay in payment.

If, immediately after the liability order, 

Interim fees had been requested, certainly things may 

have proceeded differently In the District Court.

Requiring a deposit, I think, Is no different 

than allowing for an award of Interim fees, depending on 

the specific factual circumstances of the case. So,

11
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since an inter la fee award would not be barred by the 

11th Amendment* requiring a deposit probably would not 

be* either. But* I think the better practice would be 

to provide for an Interim fee award* pending resolution 

of the fees or the remedy* the scope af the remedy.

In this case* this action arose under federal 

law* and we contend that the payability of prejudgment 

interest is governed by federal law. Just last term* In 

West Virginia v. United States* this Court unanimously 

held that the question of prejudgment interest is not 

controlled by state statute or local common law. A 

single nationwide rule is preferable to one turning on 

state law.

New* that case dealt with a claim by the 

federal government against a state and whether 

prejudgment Interest could be awarded as part of damages 

on a contractual obligation. There* the states had no 

sovereign Immunity as against the federal government* 

but the state is protected by sovereign Immunity* the 

11th Amendment immunity* as against private parties.

We submit that this is simply a 

straightforward application of the principles in Shaw* 

and that the 11th Amendment prohibits prejudgment 

interest as a delay* or* a de lay-in-payraent factor.

I'd like to turn now to the paralegal Issue.

12
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The paralegal hours» in this case» were compensated at a 

market-based rate» and» again» current hourly rates were 

used for delay in payment.

QUESTION; Mr. Farmer» may I ash whether you 

concede that recovery for paralegal services is included 

in attorneys' fees recovery?

MR. FARMER» It's not necessary for me to 

concede that In this case. I recognize that —

QUESTION; Me I I» you didn't challenge that.

MR. FARMER; Me did not challenge that in this

case.

QUESTION; You just want to quibble over 

actual costs or market. So» I take it that you must 

accept the fact that recovery may be obtained.

MR. FARMER; Meli» to be honest» your honor»

In looking at this issue in front of the District Court» 

we litigated the issue that we felt we could win on. Me 

did not think we could win on saying that paralegal fees 

were not separately compensable at all. I think a 

reasonable argument could be made to that effect. Me 

are not making that here because» I think» the record 

shows —

QUESTION; Meli» what Is your position?

Suppose the local market indicates that» generally» 

paralegal services are billed separately for legal

13
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services rendered in cases

MR. FARMER. And I think that's what has been 

shown here. The record shows that the local market 

typically bills separately for paralegal services. So 

it's not included in the hourly rate awarded to the 

attorney.

QUESTIONI So you do concede* in effect* that 

they are recoverable under those circumstances as a 

separate Item on the blit for attorneys' tees.

MR. FARMER; Under those circumstances* they

could —

QUESTION; Why do you concede that?

MR. FARMER; Weil* in this case* the 

attorney's fee* the market rate ——

QUESTION; You're conceding the fact that when 

it says* when the statute provides for the award of a 

reasonable attorney's fee* it includes not only a fee 

fcr attorneys but for paralegals* too?

MR. FARMER; No.

QUESTION; Well* then what are you conceding?

MR. FARMER; I think I'm — the statute 

includes attorneys' fees* Includes compensable items in 

two separate categories; attorneys* fees and costs. If 

an item* if It is not an attorney doing work* then it's 

in the second category. If It's not included in the

14
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attorney's hourly rate» then it's In the second 

category» the category of costs or expenses.

QUESTION; £nd you're conceding that costs and 

expenses» as used in Section 1988» includes charges for 

paralegal time ?

HR. FARMER; We didn't raise that issue in 

this case —

QUESTION; Well» but are you conceding it?

HR. FARMER; Well» I will not concede It as a 

matter of law. I think a reasonable argument could be 

made that it does not —

QUESTION; Well» why don't you make it?

HR. FARMERS Because» In this case» we felt 

the equitable resolution» and under the particular —

QUESTIONS Well» why don't you make It In this

Court ?

HR. FARMER: Well» in this Court» I will make 

the argument. The cost and expenses back In 1976, when 

Section 1988 was enacted, compensation, separate 

compensation or separate billing for paralegals was not 

a widespread practice. Therefore, an argument could be 

made, I think, that Congress did not consider —

QUESTION; But, Mr. Farmer, could that 

argument be made in this case when it wasn't made In the 

lower court and you're seeking a reversal of the

15
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j udgment?

MR. FARMER; That's why we are not naking it 

in this Court» your honor. We took the position in the 

lower courts what we felt was fair and equitable under 

the specific circumstances of this case. And that is 

that the reimbursement for paralegal services should be 

under the actual cost method» not at a market-based rate.

QUESTION; What's the practice» generally» 

around the country» do you think? Are paralegal fees 

billed as attorneys' fees?

MR. FARMER; Well» I think the practice 

varies. 1 think the prevalent practice is to bill 

separately. Mr. Topk is may be able to answer to answer 

that better than I can» because I've spent my entire 

career in government service.

Some attorneys do not» for example» the 

plaintiff's expert in the attorney fee litigation In 

this case testified that he did not bill separately for 

paralegal time. So I think the practice varies.

The State of Missouri» we've looked at this 

issue very carefully and do not believe that using the 

actual cost method will Increase fees or increase fee 

litigation. To begin with» law firms normally are not 

guaranteed an award of fees in any fee-shifting 

litigation. Therefore» they cannot afford to assign

16
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attorneys to do paralegal work just on the mere 

possibility that they will prevail and receive fees.

Likewise» the most senior attorney in the firm 

Is not going to be doing simple» basic legal research 

that a first-year associate can do* on the chance that 

the higher rate can be recovered some time down the road 

If the/ prevail. The law firm is going to continue to 

staff a particular case In the most cost-effective 

manner» the most efficient manner.

We do not think that this will result In 

aoditional fee litigation because scrutiny of attorney 

hours and paralegal hours already exists. Courts 

routinely reduce the hourly rate or eliminate the hours 

entirety if» for example* senior attorneys are doing 

work that should have been done by junior attorneys. If 

Junior attorneys are doing paralegal work» courts 

routinely reduce the hours or reduce —

QLESTIOM Mr. Farmer» can I ask a factual 

question? The District Court referred to the paralegals 

at $40 an hour and to law clerks at $35 an hour. What 

exactly Is a law clerk that he's talking about* do you 

know? Is this a person not admitted to the bar and 

doing summer work» or Is this a junior lawyer or what» 

do you know?

MR. FARMER: well» the record Isn't clear on

1?
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that* your honor. A law clerk may be» in this case» 

someone who is not trained as a paralegal. The District 

Court also included fees for recent law graduates who 

are not yet admitted to the bar who also worked on the 

case.

The whole range of paraprof ess IonaIs that were 

nut attorneys» basically» I've lumped Into one category 

of paralegals because that's what they are. They're not 

attorneys» they can't receive attorneys' fees» so 

therefore the fee comes under the paralegal. Courts 

also routinely reduce hours or eliminate the hours if 

paralegals are doing clerical work that should be 

considered normal office overhead.

We also take the position that fee litigation 

may actually be reduced» because the dollars at stake 

are less. And that thereby reduces the incentive to 

litigate the fees» particularly when everything you do 

In fee litigation just generates more fees for the 

p re va i I in g par t y.

Now» we concede that Congress was concerned 

about providing for reasonable attorneys' fees» but 

there was also a concern in Congress that Section 1988 

not result in a windfall to attorneys or become a relief 

fund for lawyers. Compensating paralegals at a 

market-based rate does result in a windfall»

18
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particularly in this case» where the paralegals were 

hired specifically to work on this case.

QUESTION! Would this be any more so than 

compensating attorneys at a market-based rate?

MR. FARMER; We believe that the attorneys are 

treated differently under the statute. It specifically 

refers to attorneys' fees and» therefore» the attorneys' 

fees get the market-based rate because that also 

Includes overhead and a profit figure. The other 

category in the statute» cost or expenses» is treated 

differently. I'd like to —

QUESTION! So It depends on whether we treat 

the paralegal fees as attorneys' fees or separately as 

costs» under your argument.

MR. FARMER! Separately as cost or expenses* 

that's correct •

QUESTION; Weil» let ae simply say it can't be 

an attorney's fee» under the statute* if it's work done 

by non-attorneys.

MR. FARMER! That's correct* your honor. It 

therefore falls Into the second category. I'd like to 

exp lore this —

QUESTION; But doesn't work by attorneys 

normally include an amount of overhead for secretarial 

services and all kinds of things that aren't "work by

19
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attorneys»** thatJs incorporated In attorneys' fees?

What is this? Is It part of costs or part of attorneys' 

f ees?

MR. FARMER; Well* we believe It's part of 

costs and expenses* an expense to the lawyer that he has 

to pay for* In* concerning the particular case. If I 

can give you an example* let':. Just take it one tiny 

step further.

A legal secretary* like a paralegal* has 

specialized training* In some cases a college program.

Is that also the type of expense that can be separated 

out and billed separately? And we're talking about 

billing separately here* not at an actual cost method* 

but at a rate four or five times the actual cost to the 

attorney. Now* again* this does not appear to be a 

widespread practice now; maybe Mr. Topkis can address 

that. But the day may come when that happens.

We don't believe that that kind of concept was 

considered by Congress in allowing a reasonable 

attorneys' fees and cost and expenses under Section 

1S88. We recognize that it is one thing for a law firm 

to bill separately for those items on the basis of a 

contractual agreement with the client's consent. But 

we're talking about fee-shifting statutes* which 

Congress has allowed the prevailing party to pass
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attorneys* fees and costs and expenses on to one’s 

opponent.

With the concerns that Congress had about 

windfall* about providing for reasonable attorneys' 

fees» we do not believe there —

QUESTION; Mr. Farmer* can I interrupt you a 

second? The judge in this case treated the paralegal 

time as part of the fee award. Were not the costs 

separately Itemized and allowed things like transcripts 

and so forth» and the paralegal time was not included In 

what the judge called "costs"?

MR. FARMER; Well* yeah* it was not Included 

In what the Judge called "costs»1' but It was included 

separately from the award that concerned fees. The 

interesting thing about that —

QUESTION; I thought the judgment gave a big 

lump sum for fees which had» as a part of It» all the 

paralegal hours and law clerk hours and attorney hours.

MR. FARMER; Pardon me?

QUESTION; Well» I thought there was one 

figure for fees for each of the two firms which Included 

the paralegal time and all that» and that the costs were 

a separate item» covering things like transcripts and 

w itness fees —

MR. FARMER; Oh. In the final recalculation*
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or the summary* that's correct. But* in listing that 

way* they were listed separately.

QUESTION* I see.

MR. FARMER* The Interesting thing about that 

is the cases relied on by Congress in enacting Section 

1S88* the one case —- and only one case even referred to 

law clerk fees or paralegal fees — that is listed in a 

whole string of items* of costs. It's listed separately 

from attorneys' fees and it's not In its own separate 

category* It's listed* including in the whole string of 

I terns of costs •

So that's why we believe that In treating 

paralegal fees* under the statute* it should be at an 

actual cost method.

QUESTION* Your position is that our decision 

will not affect the way attorneys use paralegals in 

their practice* In these cases?

MR. FARMER* We do not believe it will* your

honor .

QUESTION* If you're wrong about that* then 

your position means that the cost* or the legal bill may 

ultimately be more because attorneys will be used 

instead of paralegals.

MR. FARMER* That is certainly a possibility* 

but I thlnk It's —
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QUESTION; So a large part of your argument 

seems to rest on a judgment as to whether or not what we 

say makes ary difference to the practice of law In these 

cases.

HR* FARMERS Well» one would hope that what 

you do say makes a difference in the practice of law*

(Laughter.)

MR, FARMERS We do not believe that law firms 

are going to be treating paralegals any differently or 

staffing cases differently. To speculate that» 

ultimately» fee awards may increase» I think» Just 

cannot be shown from the record In this case and would 

be speculation at best.

QUESTIONS Well» if attorney are used In lieu 

of paralegals» then It clearly will increase the size of 

the awards.

MR. FARMERS Yes» but» even now» those kinds 

of hours are scrutinized by District Courts In fee 

litigations» so If attorneys are doing paralegal work» 

the hours» District Courts now typically reduce or 

eliminate the hours entirely. That’s —

QUESTIONS So you think there should be a 

legal requirement that paralegals be used?

MR. FARMER; Well» I think there's a» in 

determining whether to use paralegals or an attorney»
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the law firm must staff the case as efficiently as 

r oss I b I e.

In deciding what compensation to require one's 

opponent to pay* if a work could have been done by a 

paralegal but was Instead done by a lawyer* then 

District Courts shojld reduce the fee award 

appropriately. Just as now* if work is done by a junior 

associate* or if work Is done by a senior attorney that 

could have been done by a Junior associate* courts 

routinely reduce those fee awards on that basis.

Unless there are any further questions* I'll 

reserve the balance of my time for rebuttal.

QUESTIONS Thank you* Mr. Farmer.

Mr. TopkIs?

ORAL ARGUMENT OF JAY TQPKIS 

ON BEHALF OF RESPONDENTS

MR. TQPKISS Mr. Chief Justice* and may it 

please the Court..

I'd like to begin* if I may* with some 

comments on questions that were put to my friend* Mr. 

Farmer* In the course of his argument. First* in 

connection with a question that Justice Stevens put* 1 

must advise the Court that there is no reference 

whatsoever in the trial court's opinion* or In the 

record* to any 315 or 320 differential between historic

2 4
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and current market rates for lawyers*

That's* I don't know where Mr- Farmer got that 

from* but he certainly didn't get It from the record 

here* The fact is that the State chose to offer no 

proof whatsoever as to historical rates* and now comes 

before this Court and says* "We want historical rates to 

govern." It seems to me that the Statu should have made 

up its mind some time ago. Justice Kennedy —

QUESTIONS There was such mention of 

compensating for delay* wasn't there?

MR. TQPKIS. There was* Indeed* your honor.

QUESTIONS And the judge did compensate for

delay.

MR. TQPKIS2 He said that he was taking* 

actually* he divided his treatment between the way he 

treated Mr. Benson and the way he treated everybody else.

In both situations* In varying ways* he did 

say that he was using current market rates and* In 

consideration of the fact that there had been delay In 

com-* In payment —

QUESTION; Joe* we just don't know how much 

compensation there was for delay.

MR. TOPKTS 2 That is exactly the situation* 

your honor. If I may* there is a sharp distinction 

between what the Court did here* where he said* looking

25
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at everything» I think I have to take the fact that 

there has been delay into account» without specifying 

what account he gave it» and what happened in Library of 

Congress against Shaw» on which my friend relies» where 

the District Court very deliberately set out to award 

1C% per annum by way of Interest on —

QUESTION* It's better or worse?

MR, TQPKISS Better or worse for whom? 

QUESTION* Do you prefer the courts to say» 

"Weil» I'm giving some indeterminate amount of interest 

here» I don't know quite how much it is"? You think 

that's good» although» if you said» "I'm giving exactly 

ICZ interest»" it's bad,

MR, TOPKIS, Weil» I think I've got a 

two-pronged argument. As I'm sure your honor knows from 

our brief» we take the position that the 11th Amendment 

has no ap p t icat ion here and so on.

But T think that it is perfectly reasonable to 

say» to draw the dividing line that Judge Ginsberg drew 

in Library of Congress against Shaw» where she said that 

if a Court» where she said that she thought Interest is 

bad, A fiat award of 10Z per annum or whatever is 

forbidden by the 11th Amendment.

But» taking the fact of delay in payment Into 

account» along with ali of the other factors appropriate
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I 11 for setting a fee» is permissible under the* under»

2 there she was speaking not of the 11th Amendment» of

T 3 course. But we also see a difference between the 11th

4 Amendment and the common-law immunity of the states.

5 The 11th Amendment — pardon me» of the

6 sovereign — the 11th Amendment» of course» derives from

7 one source» and the no-fnterest rule derives from a very

8 d if ferent one.

9 New» the» there's another point that 1 wanted

10 to make In response to a question from Justice Kennedy.

11 Your honor asked hr. Farmer what his position was» I'll

12 make bold to tell the Court what our position Is. Our

C
O position is that reasonable compensation means

14 reasonable compensation.

15 We don't know» as I said» what the olfference

16 is between» was» historical and market rates. But let's

17 suppose we were still In a time of 172» 182 annual

18 Inflation» which we saw some years ago. Now let's

19 suppose that this went on for years. Would anyone call

20 an award whose value was devalued by 402 or 502 or 602

21 because of delay "reasonable compensation"? I can't

22 1 nag 1 ne It.

23

\
24

QUESTIONS Yes» we would» if the suit were

against the United States. We have held that.

25

9
HR. TOPKISS Held that it would be reasonable
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compensation* your honor?

QUESTION; Weil* the same provisions at issue 

here* If applied against the United States* would* 

according to our decision In Library of Congress* be 

held to preclude an award of interest.

MR. TGPKISS That is true. In that context* I 

certainly must agree with you.

QUESTION; So that must mean that we're 

willing to swallow that very large camel* at least in 

the context where the United States Is the defendant.

MR. TQPKIS; Well, I think, perhaps* if it 

came up before the Court in those circumstances* the 

situation might be different. But I don't know. I 

don't attempt to forecast what this Court will do. I 

Just try in my humble way to influence it.

QUESTION; I'm Just going by what we said In 

Library of Congress anyway. And holding there certainly 

does have that bizarre consequence that you Just 

described .

MR. TQPKIS; And I suggest* with all respect* 

that Library of Congress is not determinative here and 

that its rule* whatever its merits in that context* 

calls for no particular attention In this context.

QUESTION; Its principles may be exactly the 

same* if we recognize state sovereign Immunity.
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MR. TOPKIS; Yes

QUESTION; Yes.

MR. TOPKIS* I *ra forced to agree with that.

But If you recognize state sovereign immunity, you would 

have to recognize that you were departing from the 

roots* the bases of the 11th Amendment. The 11th 

Amendment didn't come out of a concern —

QUESTION; Well* Is that so? I think the 11th 

Amendment may have arisen out of a concern for state 

sovereign Immunity, don't you?

MR. TOPKIS; With all respect, your honor, 1 

would suggest that the 11th Amendment arose more out of 

a concern for the federalist system, a concern for the 

proposition that the states should not be called to 

account for anything in the federal courts.

Q. Because the states were sovereign.

MR. TOPKIS; Your honor may hold that view, 

and I certainly am not going to attempt to do other than 

put forward the view that It was not because the states 

were sovereign, having the mystical attributes of the 

sovereign, the king, the almighty, but because the 

states were federated, that they were Independent 

entities coning together by consensus to form these 

United States of America.

QUESTION. They were sovereign states coming

2 S
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together in a federation.

MR. TOPKISS Sovereign* yes* but not sovereign 

In the sense of necessarily possessing immunityr It was 

because the federal system would work best. And I think 

that was Justice Holmes' phrase* it won't come to me 

quite — but it's Important that the system work* we all 

know that •

And I submit that the 11th Amendment was 

adopted In order to help attain that objective — not 

because of any mystical concern with the integrity of 

the king or anything of the kind* but because It was a 

deal.

And the deal would never have been grade* as so 

many historians have pointed out. The deal that was the 

Constitution of the United States would never have been 

made had the states not believed that they would never 

be amenable to suit in the courts of the United States.

New* there was* If I may pass to another 

point* there was lurking in the conversation* whlle Mr. 

Farmer was up* some reference to the time period that 

elapsed between the decision on liability and the 

application for fees.

I would accept no penalty for that* certainty* 

because the fact is that* after the decision cn 

liability was announced by Juoge Clark* he said he was
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going to hold up on any fee award pending appeal of that 

liability decision* because* until then* he wouldn't 

know who was the prevailing party and It would be a 

futile exercise to attempt to award fees. And it's 

significant to note that both sides consented to that 

t reatment •

Now* Mr. Farmer said that plaintiff's expert 

testified* and this Is on the subject of paralegals* he 

said that plaintiff's expert — and he was referring to 

one of our experts* a personal injury lawyer from Kansas 

City named Max Foust. He said T,hat our expert* Mr. 

Foust* testified that he didn't bill separately for 

paralegals. And that Is the way the record reads.

What Mr. Foust said was* "I don't have any 

truck with that kind of fancy nonsense. 1 make 

contingency arrangements with my clients* 33-1/3% If 1 

settle* and 40% If I go to trial. That's enough for 

me*" Mr. Foust said. It would be enough for most of us* 

I respectfully suggest.

But in any event* he said also that whatever 

the practice of personal Injury lawyers In Kansas City* 

he knew very well that the Kansas City law firms that 

bill on an hourly basis uniformly bill paralegals at $40 

to $50 an hour* not at cost* but the $40 to $50 an hour 

was the market in Kansas City. The District Court here
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awarded us the low end of that range Another

QUESTION: Mr. Topkis* do you think paralegals

come under the head of "reasonab'e attorneys' fees" or 

under the other branch — under "costs" In 1988?

MR, TOPKIS: If I may» your honor* 1 would 

answer that question by saying that the overall thrust 

of 1988 Is to put civil rights plaintiffs on a par with 

all other plaintiffs in competing for legal services.

And that» In consequence* their lawyers* if 

they are to have equal access to lawyers* their lawyers 

must be compensated as lawyers in other cases are 

ccmpensated —

QUESTIONS Are you going to answer the

questi on?

MR. TOPKIS. Yes* I will* and I will say* In 

consequence* it appears to me that market should 

determine because market is what determines in all other 

c cntexts.

QUESTIONS But I asked you a question which I 

don't believe you've answered.

MR. TOPKIS: I apologize.

QUESTIONS My question was* do you think 

attorneys' fees are recoverable* rather* paralegal fees 

are recoverable as a part of a reasonable attorney's fee 

or as a part of other costs?
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MR. TOPKIS; I would say* I would say with all 

respect that I don't think it makes a great deal of 

d i f f e re nc e —-

QUESTION; Let's take reasonable attorney's 

fee. Now» you think that» in addition to ail the hours 

that the attorneys put in and their hourly rate» under 

the heading "reasonable attorney's fee»" one can then 

add paralegal charges.

MR. TOPKISl I would be quite content to see

that —

tco?

QUESTIONS Then you add secretarial charges»

MR. TOPKIS; No» because that's not the way 

the profession behaves. It seems to me that when 

Congress said "award reasonable attorneys' fees as part 

of costs»" Congress said the legislative history Is 

per feet ly plain —

QUESTION; well* Congress said "reasonable 

attorney's fee as part o' costs»" It didn't say any 

more» did It?

MR. TOPKIS* That is correct. That Is 

correct. Ncr did it specify costs» Item by I tern.

QUESTIONS And you feel that a reasonable 

attorney's fee should Include a fee not only for 

attorneys» but for paralegals?
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MR. TOPKTS; I'll take it there or I*II take 

It as part of costs» but in either event* I want 

paralegals to be compensated on a par so that the 

plaintiffs* the civil rights plaintiffs* are not 

disadvantaged. Because putting them on a par was 

exactly where the Congress meant to go.

QUESTIONS Mr. Topkis* it does make a 

difference to me whether you put it under attorneys' 

fees or costs* because you* it is an impossible job to 

persuade me that you get costs awarded on some basis 

other than costs. 1 mean* it* I cannot go that far.

When you* when 1 ask you to submit your costs* I mean 

you submit your costs*

MR. TOPKIS* You mean out-of-pocket expenses.

QUESTION» That's what "costs" means.

MR. TOPKIS* That's what it does to me* too* 

your honor.

QUESTION» Well* so* you really think it has 

to be under attorneys' fees if it's going to be anywhere.

MR. TOPKIS» Well* I would submit again that —

QUESTIONS That is to say* if It's going to be 

compensated on market basis. And that's all we're 

fighting about here. I can understand your putting It 

under "costs" If all you're asking for is 

out-of-pocket. But if you want market* then I don't see
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hew you can possibly get It under "costs." So you're 

really left with getting it under attorneys' fees.

MR. TOPKISi As a logical matter* I am* of 

course* In total accord with your honor. But the 

reality sometimes is a little different from logic. And 

the reality here is that you've got to put It somewhere* 

and If you want me to pick somewhere* all right* I'll 

pick it as attorneys' fees. But you could easily come 

back at me by saying* "One thing we know about 

paralegals Is that they're not attorneys" and —

QUESTION; Weil» I don't deal with reality*

Mr. Topkls* I deal —

( Laughter . )

QUESTIONI — I deal with statutes.

MR. TQPKISt I think better of your honor than 

that* with all respect.

(Laughter • )

QUESTIONS I take it there is no instance* 

counsel* I take It there's no instance in which costs 

are billed at anything other than out-of-pocket.

MR. TOPKISS Oh* I think there are many 

Instances* your honor. Very frequently* you —

QUESTIONS What are those?

MR. TOPKISS The statute allows you a certain 

cost regardless of what your actual costs have been.
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Usually It’s less. But» out I —

QUESTION; Welly is there any instance in 

which It's *or e 2

MR. TQPKIS; I can't recall. I can't think of 

a ay. No. My argument on this pointy to belabor ity is 

the argument of parity. And if you want to single out 

civil rights plaintiffs and their lawyers as bear ingy as 

required to be some kind of lesser cltlzensy 1 don't 

think that's what Congress Intended. Nowy the —

QUESTION; You don'ty even if the market would 

say that lawyers in this community do these cases on a 

contingencyy you don'ty you aren't required to recognize 

contingency fee arrangementsy are you* under 19882

MR. TQPKIS; Not required to recognize them. 

QUESTIONS In one. it says in a 1983 damages 

suity and there's a recovery and the contingent feey the 

contract isy would give himy would give the attorney 

twice as much as what hours times a reasonable rate 

would produce. Can you make the defendant pay that2

MR. TQPKIS; Your honor has the advantage of 

me in being familiar with this Court's decision in the 

Bergeron casey which was announced this morning. But I 

would say that I think that a reasonable fee means a 

reasonable fee. And I can't really add very much to 

that —
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QUESTION; No matter what the market says.

MR. TOPKISS I'm sorry?

QUESTION; No matter what the market is In 

Kansas Cl ty .

MR. TOPKISS Well» I'm not sure I agree with 

that» your honor» because It seems to me that what 

economists teach us is that barring collusion» the 

market produces what is reasonable. That's what the 

economists tel I us. But this Is an area in which» I 

confess» I proceed with the greatest hesitancy.

New» I think it's Important to recognize — to 

keep In mind» If I may alter it — when we're discussing 

the 11th Amendment» that the first question that was 

presented here is really a misstatement of the issue» 

and I mean no disrespect» of course» when I say that.

But the first question presented was whether the 11th 

Amendment prohibits an award of attorneys' fees against 

a state based on current hourly rates» which Include 

Interest and a de lay-in-payment factor.

Well» the current hourly rates here» there's 

nothing In this record to suggest that they Include 

Interest. I've never heard of a current hourly rate 

which Includes interest. When your honors were at the 

bar» I rather imagine that you didn't have that concept 

In mind. Certainly there's nothing In this record on
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it* And* equally» current hourly rates do not include a 

d e I ay-I n- pa yme n t factor. Most lawyers like to be paid 

very» very promptly» and they don't build a 

d e I ay-I n-pa yme n t factor Into their current hourly rates.

QUESTION: But they don't charge the rates of

10 years from now» either.

MR. TQPKIS: Ten years prospectively» you mean?

QUESTION; Right. 1 mean» that's what 

happens» that Is what Is happening here. I mean* by the 

time recovery is obtained, the rates being charged are 

the rates of five years after the time the services were 

performed • Right?

MR. TQPKIS * Weil» yeah —

QUESTION. Whatever the time —

MR. TQPKIS. Whatever the numbers» that is 

correct. That Is correct. And Judge Clark said that he 

was looking at the de lay-in-payment factor. I said 

before — If I may interrupt myself, Justice Sealia — I 

said before that he treated Arthur Benson differently 

from the rest.

He» what he did with Mr. Benson was to say 

that» on the basis of skill and experience in the Kansas 

City current practices, Mr. Benson's current hourly rate 

ought to be 3175» but that he was going to give him an 

enhancement to 3200 an hour because of three factors.
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One was the fact that Mr* Benson was precluded 

during this representation from representing anyone 

else. He couldn't accept any other clients for a period 

of two and a half years or something like that* In 

effect* he bet his professional life on this case and* 

as the record reveals* he went into debt to tne extent 

of 600 and some-odd thousand dollars* So* all right* 

Judge Clark thought that that was a factor appropriate 

to be recognized.

The next was the unpopularity of the case.

And Judge Clark thought, referred to newspaper 

editorials and newspaper stories and letters to the 

press and letters to the court denouncing this case.

Mr. Benson became a pariah and Judge Clark thought that 

that was a factor that might be taken account of in 

sett!ng a fair rate.

And, finally* he thought that the delay In 

payment should be considered. he didn't allocate 

anything for each of these factors particularly. He 

Just said* taking everything together* he thought SZOO 

was an appropriate fee. 1 don't see that as any award 

of interest. If you split the S25* which Is 14X 

enhancement* three ways to account for the three 

factors* that would be about 5Z for a delay of several 

years. I've never seen an interest table that gave you
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less than IX in interest*

On the subject of being a pariah and proper 

compensation for that factor» let me call to the Court's 

attention something that» to ®e, as a veteran of some 

class actions» strikes me as significant*

This has a class action. There were class 

action plaintiffs available by the» probably» hundreds 

of thousands» every black school kid in Kansas City was 

a potential plaintiff* The extraordinary thing about 

this litigation is that not one lawyer in Kansas City or 

anybody else stepped forward to join in this case.

If it had been an antitrust case» or if it had 

been a» if the Hyatt Hotel had collapsed» if whatever» a 

Securities Act case» there would have been hoards of 

lawyers coming in, saying, "I want a piece of the pie.” 

Nobody joined Arthur Benson. He remained alone until 

the Legal Defense Fund came to join him. I think that» 

too, is worthy of consideration, and so did Judge Clark* 

Now, I think that's about, really, all 1 have 

to say, or need to say on the question of the way Judge 

Clark treated this. Taking everything into account, he 

thought J20C was fair. I don't see any reason why the 

11th Amendment stands in the way of that kind of setting 

of a reasonable fee. It seems to me totally responsive 

to the statutory command.
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Now, I thinK that It might be appropriate to 

mention that the use of current rates In billing, in the 

experience cf all of us, conforms to the practice of the 

profession. I have never seen, I don't think any member 

of this Court has ever seen a bill which read something 

like, "for services performed In 1987, at 1987 rates, 

dollars X for services performed In 1988 , at 1988 

rates, dollars Y* and for services performed in 1989, at 

1989 rates, dollars whatever."

I might kick myself for having waited so long 

to render a bill, but I think that the uniform practice 

of the bar, when it renders bills, Is to bill them out 

at current rates.

QUESTION; I'm not sure that's right, Mr. 

Topkls. Say somebody goes into the office anc says, 

"What do you charge an hour?" and the lawyer quotes him 

an hourly rate and nothing else Is said. And then the 

matter takes four years to conclude. Would not the 

client expect to be billed at the rate he was told when 

he went Into the front door?

MR. TQPKIS* I would think, In that case, yes, 

your honor. Absolutely. Now, one final observation on 

that point, and that is this. As I've said, while this 

date — record contains no data specific to Kansas City, 

it is clear that in the midwest, generally, market rates
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in the period with which we are concerned did not Weep 

pace with inflation.

Our expert on rates» hr. Weil, testified to 

that effect without contradiction. And I said that the 

circumstances of this case make It particularly 

appropriate to recognize the delay In payment. Mr. 

Benson went Into personal debt to the extent of 5633,000 

to fund this case. And he paid 5113,000 in Interest by 

December 31, 1986. And he was continuing to pay 

Interest at the rate of 55,000 a month.

For the Legal Defense Fund, the case was a 

near disaster. We — I’m proud to be a member of the 

board of the organization — we experienced deficits 

which we had never experienced before In 1983 and 1984 

because of the burden of this case.

New, the State says, of course, that we should 

be happy with historical rates. But, as I've mentioned, 

the state put In no evidence of historical rates, so we 

don't know whether to be happy or not. And I may say 

that, so far as the record reveals, that 1987 current 

market rates, which Judge Clark used, were the same as 

or higher than rates In *83 or '84. I don't know. We 

don't know. There's no evidence.

New, what the State would apparently like Is 

for this court to remand so that we could have a trial
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on that Issue. Welly the State had its chance* 1 

respectful!* suggest. This Court has said* and so many 

of the lower courts have echoed* that we austn't allow 

these fee controversies to become second Jarncyce 

against Jarndyce litigation. Thai's the very real 

danger with wh I c;h we deal.

And so I say* on the 11th Amendment* we wind 

up like this. There was no award here of Interest.

There was no dollar or percentage award or adjustment 

for delay in payment. There was only a recognition by 

the trial Judge that there had been great deiay In 

payment* and an attempt to deal with that by using 

current rather than historical rates to award reasonable 

fees.

Now* let me» oh* I don't think 1 need trouble 

the Court with a review of the legal authorities. Your 

honors are coubtless infinitely more familiar with them 

than I am. Just a final word or two on the question of 

para Iegals.

I* oh* no* if I may stay with the 11th 

Amendment for just a second. This Court has often said 

that the reason for requiring unmistakably clear 

language* when the Congress sets out to abrogate 11th 

Amendment protection* Is so that enormous fiscal burdens 

— and I quote — "shall not be imposed on the states by
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That’sthe Congress without careful thought." 

reasonable enough.

But we have here no enormous fiscal burdens.

As I've seen* we don't Know the historical rate that the 

State will employ. But the total fee award here for 

services was only around J3.2 million. So use of 

historical figures would save the State* what* hundreds 

of thousands of dollars? I don't know. To the State —

QUESTION; A million dollars here* a million 

— you know* Sen. Dirksen's line. First thing you know* 

it adds up to real money.

( Laughter •)

MR. TOPKIS. Right. Right. Nice to see a 

devotee of the classics.

( Laughter .)

MR. TOPKIS. It adds up to real money to two 

Interests* your honor. Not to the State of Missouri* 

with all respect. This case* at the very least* is 

going to involve vast expenditure by the State. The 

people to whom these hundreds of thousands of dollars* 

or this million dollars* will make all the difference In 

the world* are Arthur Benson and the Legal Oefense Fund.

Thank you very much.

QUESTION; Thank you* Mr. Topkls.

Mr. Farmer* you have threi minutes remaining.
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REBUTTAL ARGUMENT OF BRUCE FARMER 

CN BEHALF OF THE PETITIONERS 

MR. FARMER: Mr. Chief Justice» and may It 

please th e cou r t.

Just briefly» I'd like to respond to Mr. 

Topkis' Implication that I picked this J15* J20 rate out 

of the air. In the District Court's opinion» on page 

A-28 of the petition» of the appendix to the petition 

for cert» the court says» "the Court rotes that the J80 

per hour rate Is approximately J15 to 320 higher than 

the average hourly rate for Kansas City associates in 

1S82 to 1S84."

Now» he's talking there about associates of 

Mr. Benson» but he did specifically find that the hourly 

rates for the period we're talking about was 315 to 320 

difference. Other than that» there's nothing else I 

need to add other than to say that» in terms of a fiscal 

Impact on the State of Missouri» the part of Missouri I 

come from» a million dollars still means something» so — 

QUESTIONS Mr. Farmer» could I ask you about 

where you draw the line with respect to the principle 

you're talking about» that the 11th Amendment requires 

us to Interpret statutes strictly against state 

liability. I mean* I can understand that where the 

question is» are states covered by this statute or are
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they not covered

But once you know that the state Is covered» 

every single Issue of law that comes up In the 

Interpretation of that statute we have to» we have to 

Interpret In favor of the state unless Congress has made 

Its intent unalterably clear? So» for example» we 

should Interpret attorneys* fees not to cover fees for 

counselors at law In those states where they are not 

called attorneys? That can't be right. I mean —

MR. FARMER. Your honor, It's a difficult 

a na I y s I s —

QUESTION. So where do you stop? Why should I 

go along with you as far as you want to go, to say that 

you can't get Interest?

MR. FARMER. Well, we think you should go as 

far as we want to take you in this case because It Is 

almost identical to the situation In Library of Congress 

v. Shaw. In that case, Title VII waived the federal 

government's sovereign immunity for attorneys' fees and 

costs, but not for interest.

And, similarly, in this case, while Section 

1988 waives 11th Amendment Immunity for attorneys' fees 

and costs, but also not Interest. And Hutto v. Finney 

applies Section 1988 to the states, but even Hutto 

recognizes that If you expand the traditional concept of
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costs» then iat analysis would not apply

I' not sure there's any easy answer to your 

question. 1 ’s a difficult analysis» but I think in 

this case th principles in Shaw are completely 

applicable t the 11th Amendment context.

O EF JUSTICE REHNQUIST• Thank you, Mr.

Far me r•

Th; case is submitted.

(k ereupon» at 11*13 o'clock a.m.* the case in 

the above-er i tled matter was submitted.)
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